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Abstract

This paper presents a transformative framework aimed at en-
hancing decision-making in the public sector, especially in
the context of environmental policy and climate change. Tra-
ditional approaches to handling vast and complex climate
data often create barriers due to the need for specialized ex-
pertise. Our framework, based on the GPTs platform from
OpenAI, overcomes this challenge by enabling users with-
out technical knowledge to easily access and interpret climate
datasets and simulations. Through natural language interac-
tion, stakeholders can engage with data and explore various
policy scenarios effectively. This approach not only simplifies
the decision-making process but also opens doors for a wider
range of stakeholders to contribute to policy development and
strategic planning in the public sector. The paper discusses
the framework’s design, its application in real-world scenar-
ios, and its potential to facilitate informed, data-driven deci-
sions in addressing environmental challenges.

Introduction
In public sector decision-making, especially concerning en-
vironmental policy and climate change, the volume and
complexity of data presents a formidable challenge (Green,
Armstrong, and Soon 2009; Nocke et al. 2008). Effective
decision-making in this context requires not only access to
comprehensive data but also the ability to interpret and uti-
lize this information in a meaningful way. Traditional ap-
proaches often require expert knowledge for data processing
and modeling, leading to the gap between technical data and
actionable insights.

On the other hand, another important development in
decision-making is the emergence of digital twin technol-
ogy (Jones et al. 2020; Tao et al. 2022). By creating vir-
tual replicas of physical systems, digital twins integrate
real-time data with advanced simulation models, providing
a dynamic and interactive platform for scenario analysis
to answer “what-if” questions. However, just like domain-
specific datasets, this technology also poses a barrier to non-
technical users, particularly those in the public sector re-
sponsible for policy decisions.

In this paper, we address this common technical barrier of
expert knowledge for interpreting datasets and carrying out
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digital twin based simulations by introducing an LLM-agent
based data modeling and simulation framework designed to
democratize access to complex climate datasets and digital
twin-based simulations, enabling users without specialized
technical knowledge to engage effectively with data reposi-
tories which may come in a wide range of formats, as well as
domain-specific simulation tools that require expert knowl-
edge to carry out experiments. Central to our methodology is
a novel, GPTs-based AI agent, which is based on OpenAI’s
recently announced GPTs Platform (OpenAI 2023). The AI
agent interacts with users in natural language, and performs
customized functions on data analysis and remote simula-
tions without human intervention. Hence, users do not need
to upload their data or manually submit experiment results.
Instead, this AI agent interacts with dataset servers through
API calls directly. Hence, it not only provides universal ac-
cess to various data sources of different formats, but also
implements actions with digital twin simulators for in-depth
validation of what-if decisions. In our prototype implemen-
tation, the AI agent utilizes RESTful APIs for efficient data
retrieval, and we also implement a Linux-based sandbox en-
vironment for digital twin simulations using domain-specific
tools. Hence, the specific actions accessible to this agent
can be easily extended with up-to-date and relevant envi-
ronment datasets, and the well-known AI hallucinations are
minimized due to that all analysis results are based on up-to-
date data instead of pre-trained weights. This paper demon-
strates the preliminary results on how this framework can
be applied to a wide variety of areas for decision-making
purposes. The envisioned applications of this framework is
shown in Figure 1, which spans multiple areas of interest.

There are several advantages of this approach. First, the
natural language processing capabilities of GPT allow users
to interact with the system using simple queries and com-
mands, thus lowering the barrier of entry for engaging with
complex datasets. Second, we take advantage of the GPTs
platform to build customized environment to manipulate
data modeling tasks. Doing so allows the AI agent to trans-
form raw data into visually compelling and easily under-
standable graphs. This capability is crucial for stakehold-
ers, enabling them to understand the implications of envi-
ronmental data and the potential impacts of various policy
decisions. Finally, decisions made by the policy makers can
be simulated using domain-specific simulators. As we pro-
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Figure 1: Application Areas of the Proposed AI Agent

vide interfaces to the generic Linux platform as a sandbox,
digital twin simulations can be easily experimented with. In
doing so, the AI agent can control the terminal of the Linux
sandbox environment directly without human intervention,
such as experiment with different parameter combinations
in an autonomous manner. This allows the AI agent to carry
out detailed scenario analysis, offering a practical tool for
policy experimentation and foresight. For stakeholders, they
can manipulate variables and observe the outcomes of differ-
ent policy decisions in real-time, providing a powerful tool
for predictive analysis and strategic planning.

In the rest of this paper, we first discuss the design of the
proposed framework, including the architecture of the AI
agent and the Linux sandbox environment. We then describe
the implementation of the framework, including the data
sources and simulators used. We then present three concrete
case studies of using this framework in real-world analysis
and simulation tasks. Finally, we discuss the related work
and conclude with a summary of our contributions.

Design
In this section, we describe the design of the proposed
framework, including the architecture of the AI agent
and the Linux sandbox environment. Figure 2 shows the
overview of the design of the building blocks. As shown
in this figure, the design features a GPTs frontend, a
Node.js based server for serving datasets from a database,
an adapter for Linux terminal sandbox (using Docker) to
provide RESTful APIs, and the digital twin simulator run-
ning inside the Linux sandbox. This platform not only sim-
plifies the interaction with complex datasets but also signif-
icantly enhances the decision-making process, particularly
in the areas of environmental policy and climate change.
We use sample datasets, such as the global average tem-

perature anomaly datasets and the polar ice extent datasets
as examples to show how LLM can understand and model
long-term trends of climate. For the digital twin simulator,
we integrate the well-known MAGICC 7 (Magicc Devel-
opment Team 2023), which stands for “Model for the As-
sessment of Greenhouse Gas Induced Climate Change” for
complex climate modeling purposes. MAGICC has been one
of the widely used climate models in various IPCC assess-
ment reports. We demonstrate that, as MAGICC runs under
Linux, the LLM frontend can greatly simplify user interac-
tions by reading the documentation manuals of MAGICC
autnomously, and carry out simulations under various pa-
rameter settings all without user intervention. This allows
stakeholders to experiment with different scenario analy-
sis on reducing greenhouse gas emissions, which serves to
validate what-if hypotheses. Hence, Through this work, we
contribute to the evolving landscape of technology-enabled
policy-making, offering a path forward for informed, data-
driven decisions in the public sector.

GPTs Frontend
The users of this system interfaces with the GPTs based AI
agent. This agent is tailored to meet the specific needs of
stakeholders by interacting with them in natural language,
effectively bridging the gap between users and the complex
datasets. Its integration enables users, irrespective of their
technical expertise, to engage meaningfully with the datasets
served by the backend and simulation toolkits. This signif-
icantly lowers the barrier to entry, making the system ac-
cessible and user-friendly for policymakers who might not
possess in-depth technical knowledge.

For the purpose of data retrieval and integration, the fron-
tend employs RESTful APIs to access a diverse array of data
sources, which are stored in server side databases. This ca-
pability ensures that the system is continuously fed with up-
to-date and relevant environmental datasets, crucial for ac-
curate analysis and modeling. It also reduces the possibility
of hallucinations of AI models, which is a common problem
in GPT-based models. The integration process is designed to
handle various data formats and sources, thereby maintain-
ing the versatility and comprehensiveness of the data repos-
itory.

Once the agent receives data from the backend Node.js
based server, it performs visualization and modeling tasks,
which are powered by the combined strengths of Python and
the GPTs platform. This integration facilitates the transfor-
mation of raw data into formats that are not only visually
appealing but also easily interpretable by users. The agent
also provides support for statistical predictions, such as re-
gression analysis.

Node.js Server Backend
In order to serve the data to the frontend, we developed a
Node.js based server backend. This server is designed to
handle various datasets stored in databases. The server is de-
signed to be modular, allowing for easy integration of new
data sources and formats, which can also be directly pro-
vided from external sources. The Node.js server also pro-
vides capabilities to be bridged to digital twin simulators,
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Figure 2: Overview of Framework Design

which run in a Linux sandbox environment. To this end, we
developed a Python-based adapter that exposes the Linux
terminal through RESTful APIs. To prevent errors and file
misoperations, all commands are executed in a Dockerized
environment. Various simulation tools can therefore be sup-
ported without modifications. This development is crucial in
enabling the AI agent to interact with simulation environ-
ment, such as running a simulator with various parameter
settings. This also allows the AI agent to use Linux com-
mands remotely to further customize the simulation environ-
ment as needed. For example, we demonstrate it is feasible
for the LLM agent to edit the contents of the configuration
files of the MAGICC simulator directly. Such flexibility al-
lows for a wide range of scenario analyses and decision vali-
dation processes for exploring ”what-if” scenarios, essential
for policy planning and evaluations.

Integration and Workflows
Based on these foundational elements, our vision extends to
enabling stakeholders to engage interactively with datasets,
conduct modeling and predictions, and observe the out-
comes of various policy scenarios through advanced simu-
lations. This interactive capability is not just an add-on but a
critical component for iterative policy development and op-
timization. It allows for the exploration of diverse scenarios
and their potential impacts in a controlled, risk-free environ-
ment. Consequently, the framework serves not only as a the-
oretical model but as a practical tool for predictive analysis
and strategic planning.

In summary, our framework’s design is a confluence of
technical expertise in data processing, visualization tech-
niques, and realistic simulations, all encapsulated behind a
user-friendly interface. This interface masks the underlying
complexity, making the tool accessible to a broader range
of users, including those without deep technical expertise.
The integration of GPT-based AI agents, renowned for their
unprecedented natural language processing capabilities, po-
sitions this tool as a transformative solution in the public
sector. This is particularly pertinent in the realm of environ-
mental policy and climate change strategies, where the need
for rapid, informed decision-making is critical.

The AI agent’s role in this framework is multifaceted. It
not only facilitates the interpretation and analysis of com-

plex datasets but also assists in simulating various policy
outcomes. Its ability to understand and generate human-
like text allows for a more intuitive interaction between the
stakeholders and the tool, making the process of policy for-
mulation and analysis more natural and efficient.

Furthermore, the framework’s potential in environmental
policy and climate change strategies cannot be overstated.
With the increasing urgency to address environmental chal-
lenges, our tool offers a way to model the impact of vari-
ous policies on environmental outcomes. This could range
from carbon footprint reduction strategies to resource allo-
cation in renewable energy initiatives (Franchetti and Apul
2012; Hertwich and Peters 2009). By providing a platform
for testing and visualizing the effects of these policies be-
fore implementation, the framework aids in identifying the
most effective strategies for combating climate change and
promoting sustainable practices.

Through this design, we aim to contribute significantly
to the evolving landscape of technology-enabled policy-
making. Our goal is to pave the way for more informed, data-
driven decisions in the public sector, particularly in areas
where the stakes are high and the need for strategic planning
is critical. By harnessing the power of AI and data analytics,
we believe this framework can play a pivotal role in shaping
policies that are not only effective but also sustainable and
forward-thinking.

Implementation
GPTs Customization
Our approach to customizing the GPTs platform involved
the development of a detailed OpenAPI schema, designed to
structure the AI agent’s interaction with backend datasets
and user queries. The schema also supports dataset dis-
coveries so that users can easily find out which datasets
are currently available. Specifically, this schema served as
a blueprint, defining API endpoints, parameter data types,
query formats, and response structures.

Besides the schema, we also leveraged GPTs’s advanced
prompt engineering capabilities, by providing customized
requirements so that the AI agent will interpret user inputs
accurately and generate responses that are coherent and di-
rectly relevant to the users’ inquiries. Specifically, we pro-
vided a list of keywords and phrases that the agent should



be able to recognize and respond to. This list was designed
to cover a wide range of possible user queries, ensuring that
the agent was able to handle a diverse array of requests. The
agent was also trained to recognize and respond to various
types of questions, including those that require data retrieval,
visualization, and modeling. This capability was crucial for
the agent to perform its functions effectively, ensuring that
it was able to respond to user queries in a meaningful and
relevant manner.

Node.js Server Backend
In the backend, we developed a Node.js based server to serve
the data to the frontend. This server is designed to handle
various datasets stored in databases. We are using MySQL
database in our prototype, but other types of databases can
also be used. The server provides a RESTful interface that
allows queries from the frontend to be processed. All queries
and responses are implemented using the JSON format,
which provides a lightweight and flexible format for data
exchange. We choose JSON for its ease of use and its ability
to structure data in a way that is both human-readable and
machine-parsable.

Adapter for Linux Sandbox
To support various types of digital twin simulators, such as
MAGICC, we develop an adapter for the Linux terminal
sandbox based on the use of Docker images. By creating
a sandbox environment, we ensured that the AI agent’s in-
teractions with the backend simulators are always limited to
a controlled and secure space. This precaution was essen-
tial to prevent potential security vulnerabilities that could
arise from direct file system-level access. The adapter al-
lowed the AI agent to execute Linux commands within the
sandbox without compromising the underlying system’s in-
tegrity. The Node.js server communicates with the docker-
ized sandbox using socket programming, and we implement
a Python-based controller for intercepting and monitoring
all communication messages, ensuring that all interactions
were governed by strict access controls and security proto-
cols.

In conclusion, the implementation of the GPTs cus-
tomization, RESTful interface, and the Linux sandbox
adapter was carried out with a focus on functionality, se-
curity, and scalability.

Case Studies
In this section, we present three detailed case studies to
demonstrate the utility and effectiveness of the proposed
LLM-assisted data analysis framework in bridging complex
climate data with actionable policy insights.

Global Average Temperature Anomaly Analysis
This case study focuses on the analysis of global tempera-
ture anomaly data spanning from 1981 to 2022. We use the
HadCRUT5 dataset (Met Office Hadley Centre 2022), and
employs the GPTs AI agent to interpret and model this data
effectively.

Figure 3: Global Temperature Anomalies from 1981 to
2022. The backend server’s address is hidden.

When queried, the data is served by the Node.js server
using JSON format. The GPTs then analyzes the data and
generate graphs. The results are shown in Figure 3, which is
completely generated autonomously. This demonstrates that
the GPTs frontend is able to plot the data effectively for un-
derstanding the trends and variations in global temperatures.

Next, we apply a linear regression model to this data to
project future trends. The regression model, detailed in Fig-
ure 4, is generated as Python code by the frontend. To en-
hance interpretability, the AI agent produces a visual repre-
sentation of this model alongside the actual data points, as
depicted in Figure 5. The graph illustrates the consistency of
the model with observed data and underscores the increasing
trend of temperature anomalies.

Finally, we also ask the AI agent by predicting the year in
which the temperature anomaly is likely to reach the critical
threshold of 2 degrees Celsius. Based on the linear regres-
sion model, this threshold is projected to be crossed approx-
imately in the year 2080, as demonstrated in Figure 6.

This case study exemplifies the AI agent’s capability to
not only process and visualize large datasets but also to per-
form predictive modeling that is crucial for policy-making.
By translating complex data into comprehensible forecasts,
the agent effectively aids policymakers in understanding the
potential future impacts of climate change, thus facilitating
informed decision-making. Since the users of this frontend
does not need to learn any technical details of the data, the
AI agent can greatly reduce the barrier of entry for non-
technical users to engage with complex datasets.



Figure 4: Python Model for Linear Regression Analysis

Polar Ice Extent Trend Analysis
The second case study aims to assess the long-term trend of
polar ice extent, another important issue in climate change
that usually requires expertise to interpret datasets. Utiliz-
ing the proposed platform, the case study analyzes monthly
polar ice extent data from selected years to observe changes
and predict future trends. Figure 7 provides a visual repre-
sentation of the ice extent over the years, with each year in-
dicated by a unique color. Note that this graph requires that
the AI agent to repeatedly query the backend server for each
year to collect the dataset. This demonstrates the agent’s
ability to interact with the backend server and retrieve data
in a structured manner.

Next, we ask the AI agent to use a regression model to
predict the future of polar ice extents, as shown in Figure 8.
The model was based on the historical lowest ice extent data
points, allowing us to extrapolate the trend into the future
and estimate when the ice might disappear entirely during
the summer months.

According to the linear regression model, the polar ice is
predicted to disappear completely during the summer by the
year 2090. This is a critical insight for environmental policy-

Figure 5: Linear Trend Analysis of Temperature Anomalies

making, as it provides a tangible timeline for the potential
disappearance of polar ice. Actual outcomes may vary due to
the complexity of climate systems and the influence of vari-
ous factors, including potential changes in climate policies,
natural variability, and other unforeseen factors that might
influence future ice extent trends. Again, this case study un-
derscores the capabilities of the proposed framework in fa-
cilitating in-depth analyses and predictions that are essential
for informed decision-making.

Remote Simulations in the Linux Sandbox
In the third case study, we demonstrate the capabilities of the
GPTs AI agent in executing commands on a remote Linux
sandbox and customizing software for specific applications.
The focus lies on the AI agent’s ability to autonomously nav-
igate through software installation packages, interpret doc-
umentation, execute simulations, and interpret the results in
an autonomous and structured manner.

As illustrated in Figure 9, the AI agent successfully reads
and interprets the contents of the software installation direc-
tory, identifying key files such as README, LICENSE, and
VERSION. This demonstrates the agent’s capacity to un-
derstand and summarize complex technical documentation,
making it accessible to users who may lack the technical ex-
pertise to comprehend such details.

Figure 10 showcases the actual commands run by the AI



Figure 6: Prediction of Temperature Anomaly Threshold
Crossing

Figure 7: Monthly Polar Ice Extent Over the Years

agent within the Linux sandbox environment when it dis-
covers the contents of the simulator installation. As shown,
multiple Linux commands are chosen to be executed. The
agent’s ability to interact with the terminal and execute a se-
ries of commands underlines its potential as a powerful in-
terface for software interaction and management in remote
environments.

Finally, Figure 11 confirms the successful execution of
the climate simulation software by the AI agent, where the
simulator.py is a wrapper for the actual MAGICC simulator.
The output indicates that the MAGICC simulation was run
without manual intervention, signifying a significant step
towards automating complex simulation tasks. This under-
scores the utility of GPTs in streamlining the operation of
specialized simulation software, and changing how simula-
tions are conducted in various scientific and policy-oriented
scenarios with the assistance of LLMs.

Overall, this case study validates the GPTs AI agent as
an effective tool for managing and executing tasks in a re-
mote Linux sandbox, enhancing the accessibility and user-
friendliness of complex simulation software. This capability
is crucial for empowering policymakers and stakeholders,

Figure 8: Predictive Model for Polar Ice Extent

allowing them to conduct advanced simulations and analy-
ses without the need for in-depth technical knowledge.

Related Work
The Evolving Role of Large Language Models (LLMs) in
Data Analytics: Large Language Models (LLMs) (Brown
et al. 2020; Liu et al. 2023a) like GPT have redefined data
analysis, especially in handling and simplifying complex
datasets. However, existing ChatGPT website still requires
manual uploading of datasets for analysis, which can be dif-
ficult for non-technical users. In the public sector, LLMs can
be instrumental in breaking down barriers to accessing and
interpreting extensive climate data, thus facilitating broader
stakeholder engagement. With the wide deployment of spe-
cialized GPTs, this shift will significantly ease the require-
ment for specialized expertise, enabling diverse groups of
users to gain insights from intricate datasets, which is vital
for informed policy-making in environmental contexts.

Advancements in Digital Twins for Public Sector
Decision-Making: Digital twins (Tao et al. 2022; Jones
et al. 2020), virtual representations of physical systems, have
extended their impact beyond manufacturing to significantly
influence public sector decision-making, particularly in en-
vironmental policy. These advanced systems enable real-
time data integration, detailed predictive modeling, and intri-
cate scenario simulations, which are crucial for policymak-
ers dealing with complex and dynamic environmental issues.



Figure 9: AI Agent’s Discovery of Software Installation
Contents

Figure 10: Execution of Commands in the Linux Sand-
box. Commands are chosen and issued by the AI Agent au-
tonomously.

Recent developments in this domain have seen an increased
emphasis on interactive and user-friendly digital twins that
can be leveraged for effective climate change management
and policy formulation (VanDerHorn and Mahadevan 2021;
Liu et al. 2023b).

Bridging Research Gaps and Setting New Directions:
We find that there remains a notable research gap in mak-
ing advanced technologies like digital twins and LLMs more
accessible to non-technical users in the public sector. There-
fore, we hope that our work can stimulate future research
towards simplifying user interfaces, bolstering data secu-
rity measures, and widening the scope of these technologies
across various facets of public sector decision-making. One
possibility is to develop APIs for various public databases to
directly interact with LLMs (Overpeck et al. 2011). This fu-
ture direction is essential for equipping policymakers with
the tools needed for tackling the multifaceted challenges
posed by environmental issues in an increasingly data-driven
world, where the reduced technical barriers are key to en-
abling effective, data-oriented strategies in addressing global
environmental challenges.

Figure 11: Successful Execution of the Climate Simulator
by the AI Agent

Conclusions
Our research introduces a transformative framework that en-
ables non-technical stakeholders in the public sector to en-
gage effectively with complex climate data and simulations.
This LLM-Assisted modeling and simulation framework for
public sector decision-making integrates a GPTs based AI
agent with a secure and scalable Node.js based backend
server system to simplify the interpretation and modeling of
environmental data, making it accessible for non-technical
users. We further demonstrate that the LLM-based agent can
interact with a Linux-based sandbox environment to carry
out digital twin simulations, thus enabling stakeholders to
explore various policy scenarios and their potential impacts

Through three case studies, we demonstrate the frame-
work’s ability to turn complex datasets into understand-
able visualizations and predictive models. In essence, this
framework democratizes data-driven insights in environ-
mental policy, paving the way for more informed, effective
decision-making in the public sector, particularly in address-
ing climate change. Its potential for broader applications un-
derscores its value as a versatile tool in technology-enabled
policy-making.
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